
BOMA KC Executive Summary: 

2018 BOMA International Annual Conference & Expo 

Approximately 20 BOMA KC members, including 4 members of the Executive Committee attended the BOMA 

International Annual Conference & Expo, June 23-26, in San Antonio, TX. This conference boasted record setting 

attendance, and was filled with energy, ideas, knowledge, and fun! 

Below are informative summaries* on just a few of the many sessions your BOMA KC representatives participated in.  

Check out all the great information and save the date for the BOMA International Conference & Expo in Salt Lake City, 

June 22-25, 2019.  

*Session summaries are in alphabetical order by session title. 

Awards Standing Committee 

Summary Provided By: Sarabeth Stahl 

The Awards Committee recognizes excellence in building management and operations through the presentation of The 

Outstanding Building of the Year® (TOBY®).  The committee strives to promote these awards programs to the entire 

BOMA membership, the commercial real estate industry and the general public. 

• Because there is so much interest in participating in this committee, the chairs made a recommendation to limit 

committee member terms to two years with a requirement to meet in person twice a year (at WBM and Annual 

Conference) and via phone every other month. They also made a recommendation to restructure the committee 

to limit the number of voting within the committee and possibly form subcommittees. These suggestions will be 

reviewed on their next conference call. 

• There will be a new Technical Clarification Request form that will be released, date TBD. All questions will go to 

that specific [categorical] committee who will answer and then post the question and response for all 

participating in that category to see. 

• They are working on subcommittees for the following categories who will be tasked with matching up the judging 

sheets and inspections forms going forward. 

o Retail 

o Mixed Use 

o Medical Office Building 

o Industrial Buildings 

o Other 

• There are new increased fees for 2019 

o $75 increase for regional, new total is $325 

o $50 increase for local 

• New website will be launched in July. 

• BOMA 360 buildings will receive an extra point going forward if their score is under 20. 



• Energy Star ratings within the judging will change effective August of this year. 

 

Building Codes and Voluntary Standards Committee 

Summary Provided by: Sam Alpert 

• There is ongoing encouragement to owners to become more interactively involved with local building codes 

officials to establish a dialogue relative to periodic updated codes adoption cycles. 

• There is concern that NFPA will be advocating for more, potentially costly required building retrofits. 

• OSHA is focusing on new fall protection standards. Out of sight is too often not top of mind, especially when we 

consider workers under our supervision going about their business at heights that pose consistent fall hazards. A 

greater level of awareness is necessary when it comes to ensuring rope descent anchors are periodically 

inspected and certified; and that all tools and equipment are properly tethered. Contractor provided rope descent 

equipment utilizing counterweight systems should be routinely checked to ensure minimum anchoring weight 

standards are being met. 

 

Dealing with a Difficult Tenant: A Measure of Your Team’s Success 

Summary Provided by: Melanie Bellinger 

This session dealt more with how to keep your tenant’s happy and keeping them from becoming a difficult tenant than 

actually dealing with a difficult tenant. Here are some tips to help keep tenants happy. Resolve issues as quickly as you 

can or you’ll lose tenants in the long run. Good communication and setting expectations is crucial to maintaining happy 

tenants. Try putting yourself in their shoes and seeing their perspective to have a better understanding of where they 

are coming from. Step away from the emails and check out the issues first hand for yourself. Be proactive whenever 

you can. Follow-up that the issue is resolved to the tenant’s satisfaction. Understand how the different generations work 

to better enhance the tenant experience for your specific tenants. Ask your employees to copy you on all emails sent to 

tenants so you are aware of what is going on and get ahead of any issues. Offer alternative solutions to problems when 

you can. It is hard to teach good customer service so establish customer service standards and train the entire team on 

them. Consider having the team take a telephone etiquette class. Ask your tenants when and how often works for them 

for you to check on them so you can always meet their expectations. Keep really good records of correspondence with 

your tenants.  

Another topic discussed was how Property Management is becoming more of a hospitality industry with tenants 

expecting more from their buildings. Property managers need to take time to learn their tenant’s behaviors so they can 

enhance the tenant experience. Be creative with amenities, events, and other programs to keep costs down and include 

all generations when planning. Several ideas were provided to enhance the tenant experience while saving on costs 

such as: 

• Cornhole (bean bag toss) tournaments  

• Fantasy football leagues  



• Wine happy hour   

• Walking challenge  

• Otis Spunkmeyer cookie oven in break rooms  

• Bring puppies in from local shelters 

• Photo contests 

  

They also provided some tips to help Property Manager’s with their daily workload: 

• Stagger appointments to allow time in between to catch up on tasks 

• Prioritize daily tasks 

• Set deadlines earlier than actual deadline to allow for delays 

• Better time management  

• Turn off emails for a couple hours to focus on a specific task 

• Learn to say no to things if they aren’t crucial 

 

Emerging Professionals Committee 

Summary Provided by: Melanie Bellinger 

The BOMA International Emerging Professional (EP) Committee meeting was a focus group to help create an EP 

Committee strategic plan for the next 3-5 years. Several questions were asked of the attendees to help better 

understand who Emerging Professionals are and what are their expectations for BOMA. A few of the topics discussed 

are outlined below.  

How did EP’s get into the Property Management field? 

A lot of people stated they “fell” into the field, they also found it interesting and liked the variety of the workload.  

How did EP’s get into BOMA? 

Their employer’s encouraged involvement to obtain the RPA certification. Also, for the networking opportunities.  

 What do EP’s see changing in the industry and their work environment? 

The types of tenants and buildings managed, changes to code requirements, advances in technologies, smarter 

buildings and having to learn/manage new software. There will be a greater need for increased operational efficiencies 

and more pressure to find them for owners. Managers are being asked to do more than ever before and with the 

shrinking labor pool there needs to be more outreach to increase the incoming workforce. 

How will property management teams be different in the future? 



Engineering is turning into a technical field more than a wrench-turning field and in 10-15 years the engineers will be 

more like IT guys. This will result in more projects being hired out instead of engineers completing in house. Accounting 

jobs will become more automated and increased use of software may eliminate accounting jobs. 

What do EP’s expect to see from their BOMA local in the future? 

EP’s would like more exposure to BOMA executives and people leaving the industry (retiring). EP’s want to learn from 

the prior generations and want opportunities to do so such as mentorship programs or round table discussions. There is 

also a program already developed called the Superstar program where EP's ask experienced professionals questions 

about their career. 

What can BOMA International do in the future? 

Encourage EP's to be active in legislative education and get involved. Help spread information about what other locals 

are doing such as events, mentorship programs, educational offerings, etc.  

Finding a way to promote the property management field in colleges and possibly even high schools and middle 

schools is crucial to the future of the industry. Encourage local BOMA’s to participate in career days. Finally, there 

needs to be a push to get interest in the trades again because as the older generation retires there aren’t enough 

workers to fill those positions. 

 

Future Conferences Local Host Committees 

Summary Provided by: Dave Schaecher 

The meeting included a lot of discussion from the Salt Lake City BOMA representatives, who are hosting the 2019 

BOMA International Conference centering around arrangements for volunteers for the BOMA PAC Fund raising booth, 

building tours and conference registration. BOMA Philadelphia, who is hosting the conference in 2020 also attended the 

meeting and had similar conversation about coordination of conference events.  

BOMA National representatives added that likely future international conference locations beyond 2020 include going 

back to Nashville in 2021, and tentatively to Boston in 2022. It was then announced that Kansas City has signed a letter 

of intent to host the conference in 2023. 

Key Takeaways 

- Set up your conference committee several years ahead of the host conference year. 

- Volunteers are key to organization of the various functions and events. 

- Video production can take some time to develop (for welcome, etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 



General Session: The New Tenant Amenity Demands 

Summary Provided by: Jeannette Vahle 

The panel discussion focused on how tenants are looking to Landlords to provide amenities to help them attract and 

retain employees.  This has led to the Property Management team needing to also have a hospitality/concierge mindset 

and environment.  Some ideas discussed: 

• Getting creative with food – food trucks and creating an area for them with power and seating, rotating chefs in 

cafeterias, Foodsby type amenity 

• MOBs-  

o Covered drop offs and valet services, these help the patients be on time which makes the doctors happy;  

o GREAT directional signage – with the increased timeshares, people don’t always know which office their 

doctor is in - using digital signage allows it to be easily updated.   

o Add additional building conference room areas for meetings. 

o Therapy dog in the lobby 

• “Make time for the weekend program” - Overall focus on amenities, and thinking about how you can “bring in” 

amenities to help employees get their errands completed during the work week which gives them time for the 

weekend.  Ideas include: manicures, haircuts, chiropractic, massage, dry cleaning.  

• Wellness center- google sleeping pods, bring in amenities 

• Onsite daycare 

• Rooftops/green space 

• Tenant event idea – bring animals in to pet (puppies, etc. – one company did baby pigs and people loved it) 

Most of these don’t Impact staffing and costs; the vendors want to come.  

 

Government Affairs Committee 

Summary Provided by: Sam Alpert 

Highlights from the meeting: 

• BOMA Philadelphia…BOMA is challenging 1% Affordable Housing tax on construction. 

• BOMA Phoenix…BOMA is researching impact of tax abatement incentives on regional taxing authorities (i.e. 

school districts), as well as actively opposing senior housing property tax breaks. 

• BOMA Cleveland…BOMA is actively challenging frivolous ADA complaints. 

 

 

 



Industry Defense Fund Oversight Committee 

Summary Provided by: Sam Alpert 

▪ BOMA Pittsburgh...”Safe Secure Building Act”…BOMA is opposing requirement for building owners to pay for 40 

hours per year continuing education  for each of their respective employees. The case is headed to the PA 

Supreme Court. The IDF funding request was approved without a minimum local match requirement. 

▪ BOMA San Francisco…”Commercial Rent Tax”…Election for 3.8% assessment on rents to 1.)  Support affordable 

housing and homelessness initiatives, and 2.) To provide assistance to childcare and early education programs. 

The two issues were separated on the election ballot.  While the homelessness initiative failed to obtain voter 

approval, the early childhood development initiative was approved by voters. The IDF had provided $75K, while 

BOMA S.F., independent local building owners and businesses contributed $1.3 million to a partly successful 

opposition campaign.  

▪ BOMA Texas…Property taxes now comprise 50-60% of operating expenses; yet commercial real estate is 

perceived to be under-taxed. Receiving $100K from the IDF,  BOMA TX commissioned a study to fend off tax 

increases. The matter is currently pending in the Texas legislature. 

 

Local Education Services Forum 

Summary Provided By: Sarabeth Stahl 

The LESF promotes the exchange of ideas and best practices in industry education and training among local 

BOMA associations. It also provides a forum for communicating market information, member needs and program 

suggestions to BOMA International.  

• There will be an info sharing forum coming this summer. 

• The Asset Management Class/Series will include a third class in the program. Once all three classes are 

complete each participant will receive a certificate. 

• Several people in the room suggested and requested that BOMI and BOMA start doing live broadcast of classes 

and courses in an effort to share instructors. Many chapters are facing shortages in instructors. 

• Nevada has partners who have met with their state real estate commission to be approved to offer continuing 

education classes for RE licenses. One example was an Insurance and COI class. 

• When awarding scholarships, Austin has provided scholarship for two ½ classes. This encourages students to 

apply for two classes, and in some cases companies only pay for one class. This same cost can cover the 

balance of two. 

 

 

 

 



Membership Development Committee 

Summary Provided By: Sarabeth Stahl 

The Membership Development Committee works in conjunction with BOMA locals and their membership 

committees to foster innovative and best practices for membership growth. It seeks to identify new membership 

niches and opportunities to grow membership. While striving to accomplish BOMA's strategic plan for membership 

development, it makes recommendations for needed marketing and support materials to assist local associations 

with recruiting, maintaining and serving their membership. 

• The labor challenge has been a topic for programs committees. 

• One chapter does Breakfast Breaks and had offered a class on solar power for water heaters for engineers. 

Another chapter has offered a surfaces seminar (i.e. marble vs ceramic) and proper treatment and maintenance 

foe the surfaces. 

• Another chapter offers various learning stations within one building which can cover such items as roof, HVAC 

system, Parking lot, and each group rotates through each station. 

• Some chapters will set out committee forms to educate members on committees and when needed will add 

sign-up sheets at luncheons. 

 

Preparedness Committee 

Summary provided by Dave Schaecher 

The Preparedness Committee serves as a resource before, during and after emergency events to ensure members 

have the best tools to respond appropriately and recover quickly from man-made and natural disasters and other 

building security issues. Specific topics discussed this year included numerous scenarios related to ‘Phased Re-Entry’ 

to disaster sites for property owners, fueling tankers for emergency generators, employees, emergency personnel and 

others. There are several companies involved with developing electronic systems for this purpose. Additional discussion 

evolved around the natural disasters such as hurricanes and volcano activity in Hawaii, and cyber security.  

Key Takeaways 

- There are tools to assist local governments for disasters such as ‘Crisis Event Response & Recovery Access’ 

(CERRRA) at https://cerraaccess.org 

- White papers are being developed later this year for Cyber Security policy & procedures. 

- The BOMA Blood Drive continues this year with sign-up deadline July 31st. 

 

Talkin’ Bout My Generation 

Summary Provided by: Melanie Bellinger 

This session focused on how our senses can help us navigate through the multi-generational workforce and how to 

better manage the different generations. They mostly focused on three of the senses: sight, sound and touch.  



Eye to eye 

• Seeing people in person is sometimes better than a phone call or email.  

I’m all ears  

• Be present when having a conversation with your employees.  

• Take time to say “Good Morning” to your employees and ask how they are doing every day.  

• Actually listening to your employees makes all the difference. You can tell when someone is or isn’t listening. 

Magic touch 

Involves finding your own personal management style and using it to make employees feel appreciated and a part of 

the team. A question to ask yourself would be, “Where am I when a new team member starts their first day?” The 

answer should be making them feel welcome. Meet them at the door upon their arrival for example. Employees crave 

positive attention. Here are some other ideas for making employees feel appreciated: 

• Gift certificates for anniversaries  

• Handwritten cards  

• Birthday cards 

In summary, it’s the little things that make a big difference to employees and their job satisfaction. Be a partner to their 

success and not just a shadow in the background, but actually participate and be a teammate. Care about their 

personal well-being and ask how they are doing. The biggest take away from the session was, don’t get too wrapped up 

in generational differences as we are all of the same human spirit. Everyone is an individual with different needs that 

aren’t necessarily dependent on what generation they are from.  

 

Recruit the Next Generation of Building Engineers 

Summary Provided by: Jeannette Vahle 

Over the next ten years over 65% of building engineers will retire.  With unemployment at an all time low and 

construction booming, the job market is tight which is also causing salaries rise.  

 

As we go about recruiting the next generation, it is important to understand some of the generational differences and 

things that will be helpful: 

• Career path – help them understand what they need to do to advance  

• Training - provide both formal and informal training to help them advance  

• Part of an overall bigger picture - Make they understand how they fit into the whole operation and what they do 

on a daily basis contributes to this. 

 

 



Robots, Drones and Artificial Intelligence Converge to Make Facilities Smarter and Safer 

Summary Provided by: Jeannette Vahle 

This session focused on how the IOT will change how we work in the future.   

There are several Robotic guards currently out and as the cost goes down, they will become more prevalent.  Not only 

can they help with the labor shortage, the technology in them will provide better results than humans.  There are 

currently guards and towers out that have facial recognition technology and the ability to patrol parking areas looking at 

and tracking license plates, car counts and space counts.  They are working on technology that will also allow them to 

respond to sounds, such as gunshots and glass breaking. 

 

Drones technology is increasing and while legislation controls don’t allow for easy use, it can still be used for exterior 

building inspections.  Later this year they will be being used for package delivery in some markets.  In the future they 

can be used for construction; an experiment has been completed where they used a drone and a 3D printer to build a 

bridge.   

Other future technology that we’ll need to be prepared for as building managers: 

• Wireless power- (charging) how does this impact the future of buildings? 

• Biometrics - motion or knowing who the occupant is will control the temperature. 

 

WELL and Fitwel Certification: Is Your Building a Good Candidate? A Cost/Benefit Analysis 

Summary Provided by: Jeannette Vahle 

Well and Fitwel are two building certifications that focus on the occupants comfort and well-being.  They feel that 

providing a healthier environment leads to improvements in employee productivity, engagement and retention. 

Well  

The certification is done by the “Green Business Certification Institute” – same organization that administers Leed – 

third party certification.  There are currently 902 projects in the program, 103 certified, 799 registered in 171M sf.  The 

seven concepts addressed are: air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort and mind.   The building needs to be 

recertified every three years. 

Fitwel  

Fitwel is administrated by the Center for Active Design and was initially designed for government builiidngs and can be 

used for a whole building or tenant space.  There are about 400+ projects (certified and in progress) and it looks at the 

interaction with the community as well as features in the building. 



 

 

 

 

 

 


